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Professional with experience in BACKEND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT. Working as a fullstack
engineer at Wish.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Software Engineer at Wish. Shanghai, CN 11/19 - Now
Developed main parts of wishwms.cn, a Warehouse Management System. As a core
component of Wish's logistics service, WishWMS is in charge of sorting, packing and delivering
parcels from point to point. Met the daily export demand (1M+ parcels) of Chinese merchants.

Software Engineer at CovenantSQL. Shenzhen, CN 7/18 - 1/19.
Failed startup business experience. Developed the API layer of CovenentSQL database, a
decentralized SQL database with blockchain features.
Built a cryptocurrency market service. Subscribed market data from exchanges and their
brokers. Provided robust market data API for our quantitative trading team.

Senior Development Engineer at Alibaba Cloud. Hangzhou, CN 10/15 - 5/18.
Built a billing system of Alibaba Cloud CDN. Achieved functions like generating bills, checking
accounts and generating resource usage reports, which are all customizable for VIP customers.
Reduced manpower costs.
Built a portrait system. Painted portraits for CDN nodes, users, domains and the whole system.
Served as an infrastructure for the team to inspect the product operations. Became a trusted
data source to help the team for making new sales plans, cutting down operating costs, etc.

Software Development Engineer at XunLei. Shenzhen, CN 7/14 - 8/15.
Design and implemented the API service of the crowdsourcing-based content delivery platform
in XunLei. Served as the gateway to access and mange the CDN service.
Built a deployment service for dispatching hot-spot resources to nodes. Lowered the risks of
service instability for cases like massive upgrades for a game.

EDUCATION
Northwest A&F University, 2010 - 2014 Bachelor of Software Engineering, Graduated

OPEN SOURCE
GitHub: https://github.com/ggicci. Created ggicci/httpin, ggicci/caddy-jwt, etc. Contributed to go,
caddy, ccxt, poetry, nerdtree, etc.


